A path analysis of the causal relationships between red cell glycolytic intermediates, ADP and ATP in sickle cell anemia.
The statistical relationships among the glycolytic intermediates (GI)) of the Embden-Meyerhof pathway, adenine nucleotides (ANs) and various hematological measures were estimated for 34 sickle cell anemia patients. Heterogeneity in linear and quadratic regressions of hemoglobin and hematocrit, both singly and jointly, on the GI and AN variables implied 1) that any single formula to standardize optical density measures of the GIs and ANs on a per gram hemoglobin or per liter cell water basis would not uniformly remove hemoglobin and hematocrit effects: 2) that ignoring significant hematological effects could bias the estimates of correlation among GIs and ANs; and 3) that hemoglobin and hematocrit measures do not reflect the same source of variability. The correlations among the GIs and ANs, after adjustment for hematological variability, were analyzed by path analysis to determine which of five proposed path models for cause and effect relationships were compatible with the data. AMP had a greater influence on ADP (coefficient of determination (CD) = 23%) than all the GIs together, while G6P and ADP influenced ATP variability the most (CD = 33% and 12%). The contributions of unknown factors to ADP and ATP variability were large for all models (CD = 56--77%) possibly due to stress of sickle cell disease. The path model with AMP and the four GIs (G6P, F6P, FDP, DHAP) influencing ADP variation, and the same GIs and ADP influencing ATP was the model most compatible with the data.